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DirtWhacker Primary

The patented DirtWhacker product range provides efficient cleaning of conveyor belts globally.  
Our cleaners are known in the industry for their  low maintenance and belt-friendliness.

Features 

� Freedom from mechanical adjustment
� Minimised belt and fastener wear through precise pressure control 
� Compatible with most existing scraper mounting arrangements
� Predetermined blade-to-belt angle remains constant  
� Customisation facility to suite different applications
� Fully Compatible with reversible belt systems 
� Remote blade pressure adjustment

Operating Principle
Pressurisation of a rubber sleeve alters the angles within the 
parallelogram modules, thereby providing precise and uniform blade 
pressure on the belt surface. The system automatically compensates 

for blade wear.  The  blade-to-belt angle and even blade-to-
belt pressure over the full belt width are unique features of the design. 

constant

The DirtWhacker primary cleaner is mounted at the head pulley in 
applications where space constraints prohibit the installation of a 
DirtWhacker secondary cleaner.

The system automatically 
compensates for blade wear

New blade Worn blade



DirtWhacker Secondary

Predetermined belt-to-blade 
angle remains constant

New blade Worn blade

The DirtWhacker secondary cleaner is fail-safe by design.

The DirtWhacker secondary cleaner is so
effective in the majority of installations, 
that pre-cleaning by a primary 
cleaner is not required

DirtWhacker Diagonal
�
�  Extremely long service life due to wear-resistant steel buffered blades.
�  Belt cleaning system designed for demanding applications.
�  Retrofit to all conveyer belt installations.
�  Completely fail-safe operation. 

  Individual components allow for cost-effective maintenance and exchange



No-Load Device

Manual Air Pump
The DirtWhacker is an independent, stand-alone unit, that is supplied standard 
with a manual air pump.  Once the DirtWhacker is installed, all that is required 
to maintain the correct blade-to-belt pressure, is the periodic addition of air 
into the bladder.

Pressure Regulator
The complete hands-off maintainance of the pressure within 
the air bladder is now possible. Since the correct, pre-
determined pressure is constantly maintained by a 
combination of pressure regulator and relief valve, no 
manual adjustment or pressurisation of the cleaner, is 
required between installation and blade replacement. 
By maintaining the correct blade-to-belt pressure, both 
blade and belt life is maximised. Should on-site air 
pressure be intermittent, the system has a non-return 
valve that ensures pressure cannot be lost from the 
air bladder.  Where necessary, air filters and 
moisture traps ensure a constant supply of 
dry, uncontaminated air.

When a belt is running but not conveying 
material, there is no reason for the belt 
cleaning system to be activated. By 
applying a cleaner blade to an un-loaded 
belt, particularly a fast belt, unnecessary 
mechanical and thermal wear occurs 
to both the belt and the cleaner.
 
However, the Dirtwhacker No-
Load Device is able to detect 
no load conditions using an 
ultrasonic sensor, and remove 
pressure from the bladder for 
the duration the belt runs dry.  
Operation is completely 
hands-off.

Ultrasonic Sensor

Relief Valve

Pressure Regulator 

Non-Return Valve

DirtWhacker (Pty) Ltd supplies innovative conveyor belt cleaning products that provide the bulk materials 
handling industry with professionally engineered solutions for a wide range of applications.
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PLC Signal Control

Clip-Avoidance System

The DirtWhacker System is exceptionally accommodating of mechanical joints because 
of it's:
-  non aggressive blade angle
-  blunt leading-edge blade
-  parallelogram-mounted blade that moves back and down with a minimum of resistance

However, to further enhance blade and mechanical joint life, the DirtWhacker Clip-
Avoidance System detects the mechanical joint using an inductive sensor, and 
momentarily reduces pressure in the air bladder 
allowing the joint to pass over the cleaner 
blades with a minimum of resistance 
And interference.

Compressed Air

Control Power
n LSig al ine

Inductive Sensor

Where remote, hands-free control and 
manipulation is required, the Dirtwhacker 
can be fully integrated into existing 
Programmable Logic Control systems.

Compressed Air
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www.dirtwhacker.com

Dirtwhacker (Pty) Ltd
15 Pillans Street 
Chamdor 
Krugersdorp

PO Box 263 
Muldersdrift, 1747 
Republic of South Africa

Telephone: +27 11 762 2560
+27 11 762 2567
+27 11 762 2568

Fax: +27 11 762 2015

website: www.dirtwhacker.com
e-mail: sales@dirtwhacker.com

Technique Avant Garde cc
Sole Manufacturer 

Creating a long-term partnership with our clients is core to our philosophy. 
From the initial evaluation phase, to installation and maintenance, we have 
developed a business infrastructure to ensure the highest level of customer 
satisfaction. We anticipate, understand and effectively address client needs 
through teamwork and constant communication.

An
ISO 9001-2000

Certified company


